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Science  Living things and their 

habitats 
Year 6 

o Vocabulary & 
Explanation 

 
 Classification -To place things in 

different categories, or groups. 

Scientists place living things in 

groups based on the features that 

the living things share. 

 Invertebrate - An animal that does 

not have a backbone or skeleton 

inside its body. 

 Vertebrate - A vertebrate is an 

animal with a backbone. 

 Species - A group of animals, plants 

or other living things that all share 

common characteristics and that 

are all classified as alike in some 

manner. 

 Organism  - A living thing 

 Characteristics –A  special quality 

or appearance that makes an 

individual or a group different from 

others  

 Microorganisms - Microorganisms, 

or microbes, are a diverse group of 

minute, simple forms of life that 

include bacteria, algae, fungi, 

protozoa, and viruses 

 Bacteria - Bacteria are tiny little 

organisms that are everywhere 

around us 

 Taxonomy - Classification of living 

things (as plants and animals) using 

a system that is usually based on 

natural relationships. 

What I should already know 
 The world is made up of living things.  

 Living things include humans, animals and plants 

amongst other organisms.  

 Animals and plants can be organised into groups 

based on their similarities.  

 There are dangers to wildlife in the local and 

wider environment. 

 Some bacteria can be harmful to living things 

including humans  
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Key facts & Information                                                               

 
  Living things can be classified by eight levels. The number of 

things in each level gets smaller until the one animals is left in its 

species. This is an example of how a fog would be classified.  

 

 There are 5 kingdoms of life – they are explained below.  

 
1. Monera Kingdom - The Monera Kingdom consists of all bacteria – 

one celled organisms 

2. Protists Kingdom -Contains all the organisms that don't fit into the 

other groups. 

3. Fungi Kingdom - Consists fungus is a simple organism, or living 

thing, that is neither a plant nor an animal.  

4. Plant Kingdom - A basic group of natural objects that includes all 

living and extinct plants.  

5. Animal Kingdom - An enormous group of organisms that includes 

over a million different species of animals. 

  

Significant Scientists  

Carl Linnaeus -  
 In 1735, Swedish Scientist Carl Linnaeus first published a system for 

classifying all living things. An adapted version of this system is still 

used today: The Linnaeus System. 

 

Investigation 

You are going to investigate the 

conditions that cause mould to 

grow on bread. 


